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Supercharge your creative energy by recognizing and utilizing the power of the "flow" Learn a development cycle you can actually use at
work Comprehensive programming project walk-through shows you how to apply the development cycle Project Approach Strategy helps you
maintain programming project momentum C# Student Survival Guide helps you tackle any project thrown at you Apply real world
programming techniques to produce professional code In-depth coverage of arrays eliminates their mystery Create complex GUIs using
System.Windows.Forms components Learn the secrets of thread programming to create multithreaded applications Master the complexities
of generic collections and learn how to create generic methods Discover three object-oriented design principles that will greatly improve your
software architectures Learn how to design with inheritance and composition to create flexible and reliable software Create well-behaved
objects that can be used predictably and reliably in C# .Net applications Learn how to use MSBuild to manage large programming projects
Create multitiered database applications with the help of Microsoft's Enterprise Library Master the use of the singleton, factory, model-viewcontroller, and command software design patterns Reinforce your learning with the help of chapter learning objectives, skill-building
exercises, suggested projects, and self-test questions Packed with numerous tables, lots of pictures, and tons of code examples - over 7500
lines of code All code examples were compiled, executed, and tested before being used in the book to ensure quality And much, much,
more...!
Provides information on building and working with databases using SQL Server 2005 Express.
This book, written by a veteran author with decades of experience in the field of database access and manipulations, walks new readers
through the intricacies of developing data-driven solutions using C# 2005 and ADO.NET 2.0. Helpful for those new to the .NET 2.0
technologies or new to data access and manipulation in general, this book surely gives these developers a thorough but easy-to-understand
introduction to C# databases. The book is a revision of a successful title with Apress that still sells to this day, and includes tighter focus on
newer .NET technologies, creating higher commercial appeal.
Provides information on using Microsoft Server SQL to design and implement database solutions along with material to prepare for the MCSA
SQL Server certification examination.
The ultimate programming guide to ASP.NET 4.5, by popular author and Microsoft MVP Imar Spaanjaars Updated for ASP.NET 4.5, this
introductory book is filled with helpful examples and contains a user-friendly, step-by-step format. Written by popular author and Microsoft
ASP.NET MVP Imar Spaanjaars, this book walks you through ASP.NET, Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated web
pages. This edition retains the highly accessible approach to building the Planet Wrox website example, an online community site featuring
product reviews, picture sharing, bonus content for registered users, and more. Contains the comprehensive guide to the latest technology
additions to ASP.NET 4.5 Shows how to build basic ASP.NET web pages and configure their server Includes information on how to add
features with pre-built server controls Reveals how to design pages and make them consistent Contains the information needed for getting
user input and displaying data Beginning ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VB uses Spaanjaars's distinct writing style to put you at ease with learning
ASP.NET 4.5.
Delivers the know-how that novice database developers, enthusiasts, and independent software vendors need in order to use the SSE
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database Written in the typical nonintimidating For Dummies style, the book's emphasis is on installing SSE and using it to create simple
database applications with other tools in Microsoft's Express product line Covers how to use SQL Server Express Manager, an easy-to-use
management tool that comes with SSE, and the Application XCopy feature, which provides SSE with the ability to treat databases like files
Addresses topics unique to SSE and not covered in standard SQL Server books, including network and security features, migrating and
connecting from Access and MSDE to SSE, and migrating from SSE to the full-blown SQL Server database The CD-ROM contains SQL
Server Express trial version and the Web site has the code from applications featured in the book Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
SQL is a standard interactive and programming language for querying and modifying data and managing databases. This task-based tutorial
and reference guide takes the mystery out learning and applying SQL. After going over the relational database model and SQL syntax in the
first few chapters, veteran author Chris Fehily immediately launches into the tasks that will get readers comfortable with SQL. In addition to
covering all the SQL basics, this thoroughly updated reference contains a wealth of in-depth SQL knowledge and serves as an excellent
reference for more experienced users.
This book is the most comprehensive and up to date introduction to ASP.NET ever written. Focussing solely on C#, with no code samples
duplicated in other languages, award winning author Matthew MacDonald introduces you to the very latest thinking and best practices for the
ASP.NET 4.5 technology. Assuming no prior coding experience, you'll be taught everything you need to know from the ground up. Starting
from first principals, you'll learn the skills you need to be an effective ASP.NET developer who is ready to progress to more sophisticated
projects and professional work. You'll be taught how to use object orientation and code-behind techniques to lay out your code clearly in a
way other developers can easily understand. You'll learn how to query databases from within you web pages, spice up your layouts using
ASP.NET AJAX and deploy your finished websites to production servers. You'll also learn how to debug your code when things go wrong and
the performance and scalability issues that can affect your web projects as they grow. With you book you can take your first step towards
becoming a successful ASP.NET developer with confidence.
Provides information on creating and maintaining Web sites that are optimized for search engines.
There has been a huge surge in interest in ‘Web 2.0’ technologies over the last couple of years. Microsoft’s contribution to this area has
been the ASP.NET AJAX and Silverlight technologies, coupled to a supporting framework of ancillary tools. This book aims to be a no
nonsense introduction to these technologies for the rapidly growing number of people who are realizing that they need Microsoft-based ‘Web
2.0’ skills on their CV. It gives people a grounding in the core concepts of the technologies and shows how they can be used together to
produce the results that people need. The author has unparalleled experience of introducing people to these technologies.
* Provides developers with the skills to build professional database-driven web sites using the latest ASP.NET 2.0 technologies. * ASP.NET
developers looking to build DB-driven websites will find practical solutions, multiple ways to achieve success, and a handy case study to wrap
up core content. * NET is used by millions of web developers and are looking for a comprehensive resource on 2.0 beta improvements.
Written with clarity and a down-to-earth approach, Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server 2005 Express in 24 Hours covers the basics of
Microsoft's latest version of SQL Server. Expert author Alison Balter takes you from basic concepts to an intermediate level in 24 one-hour
lessons. You will learn all of the basic tasks necessary for the administration of SQL Server 2005. You will also learn how to write and fully
utilize: SQL Server stored procedures Functions Triggers using T-SQL, VB.NET, and C# You will also learn how to output SQL Server data to
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reports and the Internet. Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server 2005 Express in 24 Hours is a well-organized, authoritative introduction that will
quickly have you up and running with SQL Server 2005.
Beginning SQL Server 2008 Express for Developers: From Novice to Professional takes a developer, and even a database administrator,
from knowing nothing about SQL Server 2008 Express Edition to being ready to design and build a fully functioning system that is secure,
reliable, maintainable, and robust. The Express Edition of SQL Server is a free resource commonly used by students, developers of small
systems, and those transferring skills from other databases. This book focuses on the features within the Express Edition and therefore will
not confuse readers with coverage of features found only in the Development Edition. By the end of the book, readers will be ready to move
on to Accelerated SQL Server 2008 as well as other books within the Apress SQL Server lineup such as Pro SQL Server 2008 Reporting
Services. Covers using the free Express Edition of SQL Server Describes creating a database from scratch and builds on this Provides an
understanding of SQL Server Express 2008, allowing you to build future solutions for you and your business
"I recommend this book for anyone who wants a strong foundation in Access." —Jeff Lenamon, CIBC World Markets Updated edition with
exciting new Access 2007 features! Harness the power of Access 2007 with the expert guidance in this comprehensive reference. Beginners
will appreciate the thorough attention to database fundamentals and terminology. Experienced users can jump right into Access 2007
enhancements like the all-new user interface and wider use of XML and Web services. Each of the book's six parts thoroughly focuses on
key elements in a logical sequence, so you have what you need, when you need it. Designed as both a reference and a tutorial, Access 2007
Bible is a powerful tool for developers needing to make the most of the new features in Access 2007. Build Access tables using good
relational database techniques Construct efficient databases using a five-step design method Design efficient data-entry and data display
forms Utilize the improved Access report designer Use Visual Basic(r) for Applications and the VBA Editor to automate applications Build and
customize Access 2007 ribbons Seamlessly exchange Access data with SharePoint(r) Employ advanced techniques such as the Windows(r)
API and object-oriented programming Add security and use data replication in your Access applications What's on the CD-ROM? Follow the
examples in the book chapter by chapter using the bonus materials on the CD-ROM. You'll find separate Microsoft Access database files for
each chapter and other working files, including All the examples and databases used in the book, including database files, images, data files
in various formats, and icon files used in the book's examples A complete sample application file, including queries, reports, objects, and
modules, that you can use as a reference See the CD-ROM appendix for details and complete system requirements. Note: CD-ROM/DVD
and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
The industry’s most complete, useful, and up-to-date guide to SQL Server 2014. You’ll find start-to-finish coverage of SQL Server’s core
database server and management capabilities: all the real-world information, tips, guidelines, and examples you’ll need to install, monitor,
maintain, and optimize the most complex database environments. The provided examples and sample code provide plenty of hands-on
opportunities to learn more about SQL Server and create your own viable solutions. Four leading SQL Server experts present deep practical
insights for administering SQL Server, analyzing and optimizing queries, implementing data warehouses, ensuring high availability, tuning
performance, and much more. You will benefit from their behind-the-scenes look into SQL Server, showing what goes on behind the various
wizards and GUI-based tools. You’ll learn how to use the underlying SQL commands to fully unlock the power and capabilities of SQL
Server. Writing for all intermediate-to-advanced-level SQL Server professionals, the authors draw on immense production experience with
SQL Server. Throughout, they focus on successfully applying SQL Server 2014’s most powerful capabilities and its newest tools and
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features. Detailed information on how to… Understand SQL Server 2014’s new features and each edition’s capabilities and licensing Install,
upgrade to, and configure SQL Server 2014 for better performance and easier management Streamline and automate key administration
tasks with Smart Admin Leverage powerful new backup/restore options: flexible backup to URL, Managed Backup to Windows Azure, and
encrypted backups Strengthen security with new features for enforcing “least privilege” Improve performance with updateable columnstore
indexes, Delayed Durability, and other enhancements Execute queries and business logic more efficiently with memoryoptimized tables,
buffer pool extension, and natively-compiled stored procedures Control workloads and Disk I/O with the Resource Governor Deploy
AlwaysOn Availability Groups and Failover Cluster Instances to achieve enterprise-class availability and disaster recovery Apply new
Business Intelligence improvements in Master Data Services, data quality, and Parallel Data Warehouse
Beginning Visual Basic 2008 Databases teaches you everything you need to know about relational databases, SQL, and ADO.NET 2.0. It
gives you a sound start in developing console and Windows database applications. The book also includes chapters on the new SQL Server
XML data type and the forthcoming LINQ enhancements to the next version of Visual Basic. In addition to teaching you such basics as using
SQL to communicate with databases, this book provides you with detailed, code-practical techniques to access data in VB 2008 across a
range of coding situations.

Create and modify databases and keep them secure Get up to speed on using T-SQL to store and manipulate data SQL Server
2005 improves an already great database management system. This book shows you how to put it to work in a hurry. You'll find
out how to use the SQL Server Management Studio and the SQLCMD utility to write T-SQL code, retrieve data from single or
multiple SQL Server tables, add data using the INSERT statement, and much more. * Create queries to retrieve data * Ensure
SQL Server security * Use Visual Studio(r) 2005 with SQL Server * Create tables, views, and indexes * Work with Common
Language Runtime * Query XML data
Your hands-on guide to Azure SQL Database fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of
Microsoft Azure SQL Database. If you have previous programming experience but are new to Azure, this tutorial delivers the stepby-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and techniques. Discover how to: Perform Azure setup and
configuration Explore design and security considerations Use programming and reporting services Migrate data Backup and sync
data Work with scalability and high performance Understand the differences between SQL Server and Microsoft Azure SQL
Database
Providing beginners with the basics of databases, database design, and SQL programming, this book shows novice programmers
how to use C# and ADO.NET to manipulate data in databases Includes hands-on examples, helpful tips, and real-world scenarios
on accessing data from Windows applications, ASP.NET applications, and Web Services The SQL provider for accessing SQL
Server databases, ADO.NET, and the new .NET 2.0 features Covers the fundamentals of accessing and manipulating data while
giving a solid understanding of relational database design Topics covered include modifying data, custom data binding, working
with disconnected data, and much more
Teaching the SQL skills that businesses demand when hiring programmers If you're a SQL beginner, you don't just want to learn
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SQL basics, you also want to get some practical SQL skills you can use in the job market. This book gives you both. Covering the
basics through intermediate topics with clear explanations, hands-on exercises, and helpful solutions, this book is the perfect
introduction to SQL. Topics include both the current SQL:2008 standards, the upcoming SQL:2011 standards, and also how to use
SQL against current releases of the most popular commercial SQL databases, such as Oracle, SQL Server, and MySQL.
Introduces SQL concepts, explains SQL statements, and clearly shows how to write efficient and effective SQL code Uses a
hands-on style and a sample database that incorporates all SQL concepts taught in the book; this database will be enhanced
through the book as key points and lessons are covered Covers topics such as how SQL interacts with the sample database via
various interfaces, including vendor-provided utilities, programming languages, SQL clients, and productivity software Includes
appendices with primers on database normalization, set theory and bollean algebra, RDBMS software step-by-step setup guides,
and database connectivity Learn how to write effective, efficient SQL code with Discovering SQL: A Hands-On Guide for
Beginners.
Assuming only basic knowledge of C# 3.0, Beginning C# 3.0 Databases teaches all the fundamentals of database technology and
database programming readers need to quickly become highly proficient database users and application developers. It explains
and demonstrates how to create database objects and program against them in both T-SQL and C#. Full of practical, detailed
examples, it's been fully revised and updated for C# 3.0 and offers the most complete, detailed, and gentle introduction to
database technology for all C# programmers at any level of experience.
NOTE: This title is also available as a free eBook on the Microsoft Download Center. It is offered for sale in print format as a
convenience. Get a head start evaluating SQL Server 2014 - guided by two experts who have worked with the technology from the
earliest beta. Based on Community Technology Preview 2 (CTP2) software, this guide introduces new features and capabilities,
with practical insights on how SQL Server 2014 can meet the needs of your business. Get the early, high-level overview you need
to begin preparing your deployment now. Coverage includes: SQL Server 2014 Editions and engine enhancements Mission-critical
performance enhancements Hybrid cloud enhancements Self-service Business Intelligence enhancements in Microsoft Excel
Enterprise information management enhancements Big Data solutions
* First book to demonstrate the full Express Suite of tools to the point where the reader can developer effective, low-budget
database applications for non-profit web sites or for commercial tactical solutions. * Will capture the wave of application developers
migrating from traditional VB/Access database to the .NET approach. * Full cases studies showing how to build e-Commerce and
Web applications. * Readers will gain a sufficient grasp of the SQL Server and .NET fundamentals that they can readily grow their
skills for clients whose needs escalate over time.
The definitive programming guide to ASP.NET, by popular author and Microsoft MVP Imar Spaanjaars Updated for ASP.NET 4,
this introductory book retains its helpful examples and step-by-step format from the previous version and keeps the style of
offering code examples written in both C# and Visual Basic. Beloved author and Microsoft ASP.NET MVP walks you through
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ASP.NET, Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated Web pages from database content. You'll discover many
improvements that ASP.NET 4 offers over the previous version, such as the ASP.NET MVC framework, Ajax improvements,
jQuery support, and more. You'll gradually build a Web site example that takes you through the processes of building basic
ASP.NET Web pages, adding features with pre-built server controls, designing consistent pages, displaying data, and more.
Popular author and Microsoft ASP.NET MVP Imar Spaanjaars updates you on the latest updates to ASP.NET 4, Microsoft's
technology for building dynamic Web pages from database content Shows you how the 4 version differs from ASP.NET 3.5 and
reviews its new features, including the ASP.NET MVC framework, various Ajax improvements, jQuery support, and more
Spaanjaars's distinct writing style puts you at ease with learning ASP.NET 4.
SQL Server 2005 Express Edition is a free relational database management system from Microsoft and provides a major subset of full SQL
Server 2005 functionality. Many users learn on SQL Server 2005 Express Edition and then move on to SQL Server 2005. This book is a
comprehensive, clear and gentle introduction to all fundamental aspects of SQL Server 2005 Express and the T-SQL database language. It is
highly readable yet technically thorough. The book assumes no prior experience in databases or programming and is ideal for any new SQL
Server Express user, whatever their use of SQL Server Express.
Ever since Visual Basic was merged into .NET, it's become the core language for creating business applications with Windows. The latest
version, VB 2008, is even more useful -- and provides even more incentive for migrating from VB 6. All it lacks is a good book on how to
harness its power. Programming Visual Basic 2008 fills the void. Written in a lively and engaging style by a developer who's grown up with
Visual Basic, including both VB 6 and VB .NET, this hands-on guide addresses the core topics of the new VB, from basic to complex, with
plenty of code examples. Programming Visual Basic 2008 also examines .NET programming from the application level with a chapter-bychapter plan for developing, documenting, and deploying a full data-driven application. You learn, step-by-step, how to build and deploy a
library management system, complete with patron, inventory, and barcode support. The book's broad range of topics include: VB language
and its syntax An overview of the .NET Framework Object-oriented development in VB and .NET Generic objects, collections, and nullable
types Design and management of software projects Integrating desktop features with Windows Forms Database design with SQL Server
2008 Database interface design with ADO.NET The new LINQ feature, and how to use it within VB and .NET Embedding XML within
application source code Encryption and authentication in .NET Interacting with data stored in files and directories Web development using
ASP.NET Deploying an application to a user's workstation And much more Programming Visual Basic 2008 is ideal for VB 6 programmers
who are ready to move to .NET, as well as VB.NET programmers who wish to improve their project-focused software development skills.
Programming novices and developers coming from other languages will find the book valuable because of its language instruction and project
design knowledge. Once you finish the book, you will have a firm grasp of VB 2008's core concepts and language elements, and understand
how to build VB projects as they were intended -- as complete, cohesive solutions.
Beginning SQL Server 2008 Administration is essential for anyone wishing to learn about implementing and managing SQL Server 2008
database. From college students, to experienced database administrators from other platforms, to those already familiar with SQL Server and
wanting to fill in some gaps of knowledge, this book will bring all readers up to speed on the enterprise platform Microsoft SQL Server 2008.
Clearly describes relational database concepts Explains the SQL Server database engine and supporting tools Shows various database
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maintenance scenarios
800x600 Focused technical guidance from System Center experts Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center--this book walks
through the tools and resources used to manage the complex task of tracking and applying software updates to client computers in the
enterprise using Windows Server 2012 R2 and System Center 2012 R2, or later. Written by experts on the Microsoft System Center team
and with Microsoft MVP Mitch Tulloch as series editor, this title focuses on maintaining operational efficiency, minimizing security issues, and
maintaining the stability of the network infrastructure.
DotNetNuke is an open source framework built on top of the ASP.Net platform. While this system offers an impressive set of out-of-the-box
features for public and private sites, it also includes a compelling story for folks who want to present a unique look and feel to visitors. The
skinning engine inside of DotNetNuke has strengthened over the course of several years and hundreds of thousands of registered users. The
success of its skin and module developer community is another key indicator of the depth and breadth of this technology. The Core Team
responsible for the DotNetNuke brand has gone to great lengths to enable a predictable and positive experience for both the visitors of the
site and the developers who build them. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Buy the print version of¿ Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Unleashed and get the eBook version for free! eBook version includes chapters 44-60
not included in the print. See inside the book for access code and details. ¿ With up-to-the-minute content, this is the industry’s most
complete, useful guide to SQL Server 2012. ¿ You’ll find start-to-finish coverage of SQL Server’s core database server and management
capabilities: all the real-world information, tips, guidelines, and samples you’ll need to create and manage complex database solutions. The
additional online chapters add extensive coverage of SQL Server Integration Services, Reporting Services, Analysis Services, T-SQL
programming, .NET Framework integration, and much more. ¿ Authored by four expert SQL Server administrators, designers, developers,
architects, and consultants, this book reflects immense experience with SQL Server in production environments. Intended for intermediate-toadvanced-level SQL Server professionals, it focuses on the product’s most complex and powerful capabilities, and its newest tools and
features. Understand SQL Server 2012’s newest features, licensing changes, and capabilities of each edition Manage SQL Server 2012
more effectively with SQL Server Management Studio, the SQLCMD command-line query tool, and Powershell Use Policy-Based
Management to centrally configure and operate SQL Server Utilize the new Extended Events trace capabilities within SSMS Maximize
performance by optimizing design, queries, analysis, and workload management Implement new best practices for SQL Server high
availability Deploy AlwaysOn Availability Groups and Failover Cluster Instances to achieve enterprise-class availability and disaster recovery
Leverage new business intelligence improvements, including Master Data Services, Data Quality Services and Parallel Data Warehouse
Deliver better full-text search with SQL Server 2012’s new Semantic Search Improve reporting with new SQL Server 2012 Reporting
Services features Download the following from informit.com/title/9780672336928: Sample databases and code examples ¿ ¿
This book shows beginning users how to manage their data using one of the world’s most popular programs - Excel — without investing time
and money in complex databases such as Access. We’ve written and organized the book for readers who know something about Excel but
nothing about databases. We provide quick start solutions, step-by-step exercises, try-it-out sections, troubleshooting, and best practices
solutions.
A Comprehensive Guide to Microsoft's New Express Edition of its Bestselling Database Server Microsoft's SQL Server 2005 Express Edition
is the perfect fit if you're a small business owner, trainer, or student who doesn't need all the bells and whistles of the full version of SQL
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Server 2005. In this comprehensive guide written by two SQL Server experts, you'll find step-by-step explanations and simplified
management tools for using SQL Server Express in smaller-scale but still mission-critical situations. With a focus on practical tasks, the book
thoroughly covers both database administration and development, smoothly moving you from beginner to advanced subjects. Coverage
Includes * Understanding basic database concepts * Getting to know database types: file server, client server, relational and more * Learning
Structured Query Language (SQL) and SQL Server's Transact-SQL * Creating efficient and useful databases * Writing queries and stored
procedures to explore your data * Automating the administration of your databases * Developing database applications with Visual Basic(r)
Express * Using SQL Server Management Studio Express * Sharing data between multiple servers * Monitoring and optimizing SQL Server
Express Featured on CD CD includes Microsoft(r) SQL Server Express and Visual Basic(r) Express! Leverage the Experience of Experts
through Real-World Examples Increase Your Own Productivity with an Entire Chapter on Troubleshootng Discover Practical Solutions to a
Database Administrator's Needs Reduce Complexity and Build Simple Data-Driven Applications
Mastering Microsoft SQL Server 2005, Express Edition, approaches the new product comprehensively to uncover all it has to offer. Written by
the author of the bestselling Mastering SQL Server 2000, this book has an easy learning curve for beginners, but doesn't stop there. Unlike
its competition, it thoroughly explores the topic, step by step, for those readers who need to use SQL Server Express as a mission-critical
solution in a small-to-medium-size enterprise or as a training tool.· Introducing SQL Server Express· Transact-SQL· Digging Into SQL Server
Express· Administering SQL Server Express· Developing Applications with SQL Server Express· Advanced SQL Server Express
Administration
Beginning SQL Server 2005 Express for DevelopersFrom Novice to ProfessionalApress
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration provides the essential skills and knowledge needed to begin a successful career as an SQL
Server database administrator. It’s an ideal book for those new to database administration, as well for those moving to SQL Server from
other database brands such as Oracle and IBM DB2. SQL Server is more than just a database. It's situated within a larger context that
includes solutions for reporting, for integrating data from other systems, for business intelligence and analysis, and more. Beginning SQL
Server 2012 Administration paints the big picture to help you understand SQL Server’s place in the grand scheme. Then you’ll move into the
nuts and bolts of installing the product, learning the management tools at your disposal, creating your first database, and maintaining that
database in an ongoing state of readiness. Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration goes beyond teaching just the core competencies of
effective database administration. You will also learn the latest trends in SQL Server such as virtualizing and consolidating of servers, and
using SQL Server in the cloud as a service. Administrators experienced on other platforms will find insight from comparisons of key features
between SQL Server and other platforms. Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration lays an excellent foundation for success as an SQL
Server database administrator. Provides the essentials of successful SQL Server administration Covers the latest trends such as
virtualization and cloud computing Paints the big picture of Microsoft’s data platform
Anyone who interacts with today's modern databases needs to know SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard language for
generating, manipulating, and retrieving database information. In recent years, the dramatic rise in the popularity of relational databases and
multi-user databases has fueled a healthy demand for application developers and others who can write SQL code efficiently and correctly. If
you're new to databases, or need a SQL refresher, Learning SQL on SQL Server 2005 is an ideal step-by-step introduction to this database
query tool, with everything you need for programming SQL using Microsoft's SQL Server 2005-one of the most powerful and popular
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database engines used today. Plenty of books explain database theory. This guide lets you apply the theory as you learn SQL. You don't
need prior database knowledge, or even prior computer knowledge. Based on a popular university-level course designed by authors Sikha
Saha Bagui and Richard Walsh Earp, Learning SQL on SQL Server 2005 starts with very simple SQL concepts, and slowly builds into more
complex query development. Every topic, concept, and idea comes with examples of code and output, along with exercises to help you gain
proficiency in SQL and SQL Server 2005. With this book, you'll learn: Beginning SQL commands, such as how and where to type an SQL
query, and how to create, populate, alter and delete tables How to customize SQL Server 2005's settings and about SQL Server 2005's
functions About joins, a common database mechanism for combining tables Query development, the use of views and other derived
structures, and simple set operations Subqueries, aggregate functions and correlated subqueries, as well as indexes and constraints that can
be added to tables in SQL Server 2005 Whether you're an undergraduate computer science or MIS student, a self-learner who has access to
the new Microsoft database, or work for your company's IT department, Learning SQL on SQL Server 2005 will get you up to speed on SQL
in no time.
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